COMPLETE SOLUTION. For more than 35 years, Vantage has supplied MROs, airlines, and manufacturers the most complete range of approved chemical solutions on the market. From aircraft paint removers to manual hand-wipe cleaners to sophisticated parts washing solutions, Vantage’s sales and technical professionals are trained to help customers select, evaluate and implement the most appropriate products and processes.

TRUSTED BRANDS. Vantage's chemical solutions are engineered to meet and exceed the aerospace industry’s requirements for performance and materials compatibility. AEROWAX™, AXAREL™, B&B™, BIOACT™, CleanSafe™, LENIUM™ and RE-ENTRY™ are brands trusted and approved by leading manufacturers and repair facilities in over 30 countries worldwide.

SOLVENT SUBSTITUTION & POLLUTION PREVENTION. Safety, health and environmental responsibility are cornerstones of both our products and work practices. From reducing VOC emissions to minimizing exposures to lowering fire risk, we have experience helping customers find suitable replacements for acetone, IPA, MEK, MPK, mineral spirits, trichloroethylene (TCE), perchloroethylene (PERC), methylene chloride (MeCl), HCFCs and other hazardous solvents. Contact us today to learn how we can address your solvent substitution and pollution prevention initiatives.

APPLIcATIONS & PROCESSES

• Exterior aircraft and component paint removal
• Aircraft exterior wet washing
• Aircraft undercarriage and heavy-duty wet washing
• Aircraft polishing solutions; abrasive and non-abrasive
• Removing Corrosion Inhibiting Compounds (CICs) and hydraulic fluids from undercarriage, wheel well, bilge areas
• Temporary Protective Coating (TPC) removal
• Metal and composite cleaning and surface preparation
• Adhesive and sealant removal
• General purpose degreasing & component teardown cleaning
• Gas path turbine engine cleaning
• Removing masking wax during selective plating
• Cleaning before and after Nondestructive Testing (NDT)
• Appearance solutions for thrust stains and rubber scuffs
• Immersion, ultrasonic and spray parts washing
• Vapor degreasing of parts and assemblies
• Removing flux residues from Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs)
• Cleaning electrical wiring harnesses and components

APPROVALS & CUSTOMERS

• Airbus
• American Airlines
• Bell Helicopter
• The Boeing Company
• Bombardier
• CFM International
• Embraer
• Engine Alliance
• Eurocopter
• GE Aviation
• Gulfstream Aerospace
• International Aero Engines
• Honeywell Aerospace
• Lockheed-Martin
• Lufthansa Technik
• Messier-Bugatti-Dowty
• Northrop Grumman
• Orbital ATK
• Pratt & Whitney
• Praxair
• Rolls-Royce
• Safran
• Scott Aviation
• Spirit AeroSystems
• Turbomeca
• United Airlines
• US Department of Defense
• UTAS UTC Aerospace Systems

Aerospace Chemical Solutions

PAINT REMOVERS
AIRCRAFT EXTERIOR CLEANERS
SPECIAL PROCESS SOLUTIONS
MANUAL & SOLVENT CLEANERS
GAS PATH TURBINE ENGINE CLEANERS
AVIONICS CLEANERS

Vantage Performance Materials
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3938 Porett Drive
Gurnee, Illinois 60031 USA
CAGE CODE: 0WUA8
Tel 800 432 7187 or 847 244 3410
Fax 847 249 6346
www.vantagegrp.com
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